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Abstract. Enterprise models are useful managerial tools for decision
making and control, supporting the planning and design of enterprise
strategic objectives as well as day-to-day operations. Although much
research on the topic has been carried out since the 80s, most approaches
offer rudimentary support for the representation of goal-related concepts,
focusing either on the representation of strategic or operational goals,
lacking a comprehensive ontology for goals. In contrast, this paper is
interested in: (a) delineating differences between various shades of goals
(mission, vision, strategic, tactical and operational goals) and operations,
(b) proposing a hierarchical architecture for strategic enterprise models
that includes goals and the operations/processes through which they
are operationalized and (c) offering methodological guidelines on how to
elaborate such models.

1 Introduction

Enterprise models are useful managerial tools for decision making and control.
They can support the design of an enterprise given its strategic objectives, its
long term planning and evolution, as well as its day-to-day operations. Surpris-
ingly, although much research on the topic has been carried out since the 80s,
most approaches offer rudimentary support for the representation of goal-related
concepts. For example, ArchiMate [1] ignores the existence of operational goals,
while Business Process Management (BPM) proposals [9,10,12,14] link opera-
tional goals to processes or connect short-term goals to operations, ignoring the
existence of long-term, strategic goals.

We are interested in strategic enterprise models that capture strategic and
tactical objectives and the processes through which they are realized. Such mod-
els are grounded on ontologies of goals of various shades (missions, visions, strate-
gic, tactical, and operational), as well as ontologies of processes and operations.
These models can be used both for strategic analysis and planning, as well as
business analytics and monitoring. The research baseline for our work is the
Business Intelligence Model (a.k.a BIM) [6] and the Business Motivation Model
(BMM), an OMG standard [5]. BMM offers a rich vocabulary of concepts for
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modeling enterprises but lacks in formal rigor. BIM offers a core ontology of
strategic enterprise concepts founded on the notions of goal and situation to
define a formal framework for strategic enterprise models.

The main objective of this paper is to improve on BIM by introducing other
strategic concepts. In particular, the contributions of this paper can be stated as
follows: we delineate the differences in semantics and usage of different shades of
goals found in BMM (distinguishing among strategic, tactical and operational
goals, mission and vision) and also offer distinctions between the concepts of
operation vs. process. Further, we propose a hierarchical architecture for strate-
gic enterprise models that includes goals and the operations/processes through
which they are operationalized and finally, we offer methodological guidelines
on how to elaborate such models and when should each be used in enterprise
modeling.

Our StrategIc ENterprise Architecture (SIENA) modeling framework con-
sists of two views, namely, a Goal and an Operation View. Within the Goal
View, our framework distinguishes among three layers of abstraction Strategic,
Tactical and Operational, whereas the Operation View depicts the set of opera-
tions and processes, i.e., the enterprise process architecture. Further, given that
strategic processes may deal with a number of aspects of strategic nature and
may vary according to the type and size of an enterprise, we provide method-
ological guidelines on how to deal with such variability in the elaboration of an
enterprise’s strategic models. By proposing a richer ontology of goals/operations,
we lay the foundations for future reasoning capabilities, but leave the specifics
to future work.

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides the research baseline
for our work that includes conceptualization extracted from Management Sci-
ences and the BIM and BMM frameworks extracted from Conceptual Modeling.
Section 3 describes different types of goals and operations proposed by our mod-
eling framework, whereas Sect. 4 provides methodological guidelines on how to
elaborate them. Section 5 contrasts our framework with related work and Sect. 6
summarizes the discussion and outlines future work.

2 Baseline

Organizations distinguish three levels of decision-making, Strategic, Tactical and
Operational [17]. Inside each level of abstraction, managers have to specify a
number of strategic, tactical and operational goals that focus on different enter-
prise concerns and must be achieved within distinct time frames.

Mission [2,7,19]. A formal expression of an organization’s purpose, i.e., the
reason why the organization exists. An example of mission is “Manufacture both
standard and metal products” [2].

Vision [7,19]. Comprises a description of a desired future state of the company,
meant to close the gap between the current reality and a potential future. An
example of vision could be: “To be the market leader of standard and custom
metal products in the machine tool industry” [2].
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Strategic Goal [19]. Represents concrete outcomes or status to be achieved to
measure if mission are being achieved [7,17]. They are directional as they guide
the strategy towards achieving the organization’s mission [7,19]. Further, strate-
gic goals are statements about external and internal company’s conditions that
reflects company’s strategy to succeed on business [17]. Examples of strategic
goals are “Improve market share from 15 % to 20 % over the next three years”
and “Increase gross margin on current sales” [2].

Tactical Level. Involves the planning of the actual steps required to implement
such strategy [17,18].

Tactical Goals (or Objectives) [2,18]. Define the outcomes to be achieved
by major divisions and departments in the context of strategic goals. Com-
monly, Strategic goals can be either segmented into tactical goals that specify
responsibilities of functional areas (Finance, Production and Marketing) (e.g.,
“Manufacture 1200000 products at average cost of $19” from Operations [2]) or
can define tactics for its corresponding Strategic Goal. In [19], the Border Inc.’s
Tactical Goal “Open 20 new stores by the end of the planning period” specifies
a tactics for the “Borders will be the leading retail distribution outlet of books
in the US” Strategic Goal.

Operational Level. Concerns the planning and management of daily operations
responsible for delivering products and services on behalf of the company [17].
Operations implement the tactical initiatives that are elaborated for supporting
organization’s strategy. Such tactical initiatives are then scheduled and eventu-
ally emerge as the set of organization’s operation specifications [15].

Operational Goals [2,17]. Consists of quantitative and measurable results
expected from departments, work groups and individuals within the organiza-
tion. Most of approaches [2,17] mention that both tactical and operational goals
should be achieved by departments. Further analysis also reveals that both types
of goals can be scheduled (e.g. “Resolve employee grievances within 3 working
days” and “Respond to employee grievances within 24 h”). As tactical and opera-
tional goals in Management literature present similar conceptual characteristics,
it is also not clear how the achievement of operational goals entails the achieve-
ment of tactical goals. Finally, there is also a lack of clear connection of oper-
ational goals with their respective operations and the activities that compose
such operations.

2.1 Goal and Operation Modeling in Conceptual Modeling

The Business Intelligence Model (BIM) [6] enterprise modeling approach links
the business-level representation of an enterprise with the data stemmed from
databases and data warehouses. In BIM, a goal represents an objective of a
business which captures strategic enterprise’s concerns, such as “Increase sales”.
Goals may be related by either refinement of influence relationships. In a refine-
ment relation, goals are decomposed into a finer-grained structure by means of
AND/OR relationships, with an AND decomposition supporting a goal to be
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decomposed in a series of sub-goals and an OR decomposition allowing analysts
to model alternative ways of achieving a goal. Influence relationships among
goals specify how the satisfaction/denial of one goal implies the (partial) satis-
faction/denial of another goal. Influence strengths are modeled using qualitative
values: + (weak positive), ++ (strong positive), - (weak negative) and – (strong
negative).

Goal models may be enriched with domain assumptions, processes and sit-
uations. Domain assumptions indicate properties that are assumed to be true
for some goal to be achieved. For example, “High demand” must be true for
the “Increase Sales” goal to be satisfied and if such assumption is false, then
its associated goal is not satisfied. Processes can be associated with a partic-
ular goal via an “achieves” relation to denote that this process is intended to
achieve the goal. Besides domain assumptions and processes, managers are usu-
ally interested in foreseeing other aspects that influence the fulfillment strategic
goals during enterprise planning. In that respect, SWOT analysis [19] consists of
a useful tool to identify internal and external factors that may impact positively
or negatively the achievement of strategic goals. SWOT stands for Strengths
(internal and favorable factors), Weaknesses (internal and unfavorable factors),
Opportunities (external and favorable factors) and Threats (external and unfa-
vorable factors). BIM proposes to model SWOT factors in terms of the concept
of situation. A situation characterizes a state of affairs (state of the world) in
terms of the entities that exist in that state, their properties and interrelations.
Favorable situations are represented via positive influence links on goals, whereas
unfavorable situations are represented via negative influence links.

The Business Motivation Model (BMM) [5] is a specification adopted by
OMG for structuring the development, communication and management of busi-
ness plans in enterprises. Although the importance of BMM justifies its inclusion
here (Table 1), we omit a detailed description of its concepts due to space con-
straints, directing the interested reader to the specification in [5].

Table 1. Summary of concepts from literature together with concepts from our
framework

Manag. Sciences BIM BMM SIENA framework

Mission, vision - Mission, vision Mission, vision

Strategic goal Goal Goal Strategic goal

Tactical goal Objective,
strategy, tactics

Tactical goal

Operational goal - Operational goal

- Goal refinements
and influences

- Goal refinements and influences

Operation Process - Operation

- - - Business process

- Domain
assumption

- Domain assumption

- Situation Influencers Situation
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An interpretation of the semantics of definitions and examples of each con-
cept found on Management and Conceptual modeling literatures allowed us to
find overlaps and gaps in the conceptualization provided by the three aforemen-
tioned proposals of our Baseline (Sect. 2). Table 1 summarizes this discussion by
depicting the three areas and their respective correspondences among concepts.
Such overlaps and gaps have been used as input in our framework to promote a
consistent integration of all concepts in the fourth column of Table 1.

3 The Strategic Enterprise Architecture (SIENA)
Modeling Framework

3.1 Goal View

This section introduces the goal-related concepts of our framework following the
same three-layered distinction proposed by Management Sciences (i.e., Strategic,
Tactical and Operational Layers). Within our Strategic Layer, we use the con-
cepts of Mission, Vision and Strategic Goals as can be seen at Table 1. Strategic
Goals present key characteristics in Management that we consolidate as follows:

Strategic Goals. Represent goals that specify concrete outcomes that must
be achieved to measure the achievement of mission, reflecting the organization’s
strategy to achieve success in business. Strategic goals are global to the overall
organization as the entire organization is responsible for their achievement.

As Strategic Goals are global to the entire organization, they represent the
problem space of a given enterprise, defining the space of all alternatives goals
that can be implemented by enterprise. To precisely characterize such vari-
ability and unambiguously characterize Strategic Goals, our framework intro-
duces the distinguishing feature of refinement dimensions. Refinement dimen-
sions correspond to different properties along which goals can be character-
ized, for example, location, time or product types properties. To exemplify
the use of refinement dimensions, consider the “Increase sales by 2 % over
3 years” goal in Fig. 1. This parent goal defines the space of all possible locations
(countries, in this example) in which the company operates. Therefore, this par-
ent goal can be refined into the following sub-goals: “Increase sales in Italy by
2 % over 3 years”, “Increase sales in Germany by 2 % over 3 years” and “Increase
sales in NL by 2 % over 3 years”. Another refinement of the same parent goal
across time (within the year granularity) is also depicted in Fig. 1, yielding the
“Increase sales by 2 % over 1st year”, “Increase sales by 2 % over 2nd year” and
“Increase sales by 2 % over 3rd year” sub-goals.

As Strategic Goals define the space of all possible alternatives, they can be
only AND-decomposed, but not OR-decomposed. Positive and negative contri-
butions among Strategic Goals may be used to depict how they influence each
other inside the Strategic Layer.

Within the Tactical Layer, Management literature (Sect. 2) commonly speci-
fies tactical goals either as responsibilities of functional areas or tactics to achieve
strategic goals. We consolidate both views in our definition of Tactical Goals as
follows:
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Fig. 1. Strategic goal hierarchy

Tactical Goals. Represent goals that specify particular ways for fulfilling
Strategic Goals with the available resources and capabilities of the company.
Tactical Goals have no dimensions, but rather depict particular solutions (“tac-
tics”) for each point of the refinement dimension in order to fulfill a Strategic
Goal. Alternatively, they can also be interpreted as responsibilities to be achieved
by specific functional areas (marketing, operations, finance and human resources
management) to accomplish their specific part of the organization’s strategy.

In order to exemplify this discussion, we use the refinement of “Increase sales
by 2 % over 3 years” Strategic Goal across the location dimension (depicted in
Fig. 2). For one of the points of the location dimension (Italy) represented by
the Strategic sub-goals (“Increase sales in Italy by 2 % over 3 years”), there
are two alternative tactics for increasing sales, i.e., promotions (“Increase sales
in Italy by 2 % over 3 years through promotions”) or create new sales channel
(“Increase sales in Italy by 2 % over 3 years by opening new sales channels”
Tactical Goal). For other point of the location dimension (NL), training sales
people corresponds to a tactics for increasing sales (“Increase sales in NL by
2 % over 3 years by training sales staff” Tactical Goal). Concerning the relation
of Strategic and Tactical Goals, it said that Tactical goals implement Strategic
Goals. In the example, it is said that promotions (“Increase sales in Italy by 2 %
over 3 years through promotions”) is the tactics that implements the increase of
sales (“Increase sales in Italy by 2 % over 3 years”). Further, Tactical Goals may
be structurally refined into sub-goals by means of AND-relationships and several
alternative Tactical Goals may be also represented by means of OR-relationships.
Finally, they can be also related by positive and negative contributions that
depict how Tactical Goals influence each other inside the Tactical Layer.
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Fig. 2. Tactical goal hierarchy

Once the organization has established its competitive requirements to achieve
success in business (Strategic Goals) and subsequently has devised particular
ways (Tactical Goals) for implementing such requirements, it has to plan the
implementation of such goals with the available company’s capabilities by means
of the concept of operation. This discussion is reflected in Fig. 2 with the Tactical
Goals connected to operations in the Operations Layer.

Within the Operational Layer, as Management Sciences provides a simplistic
treatment for the specification of operational goals, our framework starts with
the same definition of this discipline and subsequently refines it:

Operational Goals. Operational goals correspond to the results that must be
achieved in the course of performing the organization’s operations. Our frame-
work further details their definition by arguing that they represent a description
of milestones the operation must reach in order to ensure that they are indeed
planning the execution of tactics. Operational goals can be further refined with
respect to the entities that are responsible for their achievement as follows:

(Operational) Role Goals. Correspond to goals that specify the results to
be achieved by roles and individuals in the course of the performing their daily
work. In Fig. 3(b), “Choose items for promotion” and “Choose promotions price”
consist of operational goals assigned to roles of the company.
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Fig. 3. Operational goals and business processes hierarchy

(Operational) Business Process Goals. Correspond to goals that represent
the final state to be achieved by a business process. The concept of Business
Process is explained in Sect. 3.2. In Fig. 3(b), “Advertise items in promotion”
is a business process goal as it reflects the final state to be achieved by the
“Advertise items in promotion” business process.

Operational Goals may be related by AND/OR-relationships to represent
refinements among them as well as Influence relationships (+/− contributions).

As one of the purposes of our modeling framework is to enable managers to
adequately plan enterprise’s goals and the corresponding operational elements
that satisfy them, during the enterprise planning activity is important to fore-
see the potential future scenarios that facilitate or hinder the achievement of
enterprise’s goals (i.e., SWOT factors) together with assumptions about the
environment. Therefore, our framework inheres the concepts of Situation and
Domain Assumption from BIM framework. Situations are represented by trian-
gles attached to goals by means of arrows annotated with the type of influence
of situations on goals, whereas Domain Assumptions are represented by means
of rectangles attached to goals. Figure 1 admits that a financial crisis may threat
the achievement of the “Increase sales in Italy by 2 % over 3 years” Strategic
Goal. Further, for both tactics to work for this goal (new sales channel and
promotions), analysts assume a high supply of products for Italy (Fig. 2).

3.2 Operations View

While the concept of Operation is central within the Management literature as
a process that transforms inputs into useful outputs, in our framework, we go
further by distinguishing between Operation and Business Process:
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Operation. Consists of a high-level process in charge of planning the execution
of a specific tactics. A given operation encompass both what has to be achieved
(Operational Goals) to concretize the tactics as well as how to conduct opera-
tional steps to achieve such tactics (business process). As operations plan the
implementation of a given strategy, it is said that an operation operationalize
Strategic or Tactical Goals in our framework, i.e., operations are solutions for
Strategic/Tactical goals. Notice also that while operations may run indepen-
dently, a given tactics is a plan of how to implement a particular strategy.

The concept of business process inheres the same definition of Operation from
Management Sciences as follows:

Business Process. Consists of an activity conducted with the purpose of trans-
forming a set of inputs into useful outputs (products or services) using some sort
of transformation process. Differently from Operations, business processes intend
to produce products or provide services to final customer.

To exemplify the concepts of Operation and Business Process, we use Figs. 2
and 3. In Fig. 2, one can see that the organization decided to either use pro-
motions or open new sales channel as tactics for increasing sales in Italy and
therefore, “Carry out promotions” is the Operation used to plan the execution
of the promotion tactics. In its turn, the “Carry out promotions” Operation
consists of collections of operational goals and business processes (depicted in
Fig. 3(b)). The operational goals specify certain milestones to be achieved dur-
ing the planning of promotions, such as to choose how many promotions are
required and decide what to offer in each promotion (“Choose items for promo-
tion”), choose promotions price and audience (“Choose promotions price” and
“Choose promotions audience”) and advertise items in a promotion (“Adver-
tise items in promotion’). Finally, “Run promotions campaign” and “Advertise
items in promotion” business processes are the entities that are responsible for
indeed executing the planning of the promotions and advertising the items in
promotion.

4 Methodological Guidelines for Goal-Driven Design
of Operations Architecture

This section provides methodological guidelines that prescribe how to elaborate,
refine and operationalize goals by means of operations and business processes
in our modeling framework. In order to prescribe such guidelines, as goals and
operation planning occurs at formalized, step-by-step procedures in companies,
we start by describing managers’ concerns during goal and operations plan-
ning extracted from Strategic Planning literature. Subsequently, we explain how
these concerns should be specified in our modeling framework. Although Strate-
gic Planning literature mentions the existence of both a (top-down) deliberate
and (bottom-up) emergent strategy formation process [15], we here focus on a
traditional, top-down strategic planning for goal definition and implementation,
leaving as future work the bottom-up strategy formation.
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4.1 Guideline G1: Elaborate Mission and Vision Statements

At the Strategic Level, the first managers’ step comprehends the articulation
of organization’s mission and vision as means of providing a general sense of
direction for the company.

Mission and Vision Elaboration. The guideline is to elaborate a mission
statement that reflects the value the organization intends to deliver to the
external world. For profit companies, given that organizations can be either
manufacturing or service organizations [13,18], value aggregation is performed
by enumerating the products or services the company produces. For non-profit
companies, the mission statement should capture other forms of value that pro-
vide social justification and legitimacy of the existence of the organization. For
instance, Greenpeace’s mission reflects this aggregation of value as “... Green-
peace’s goal is to ensure the ability of the earth to nurture life in all its diver-
sity...” [4]. The guideline for the elaboration of vision statements is to enumerate
the products and services which are currently not implemented by the organiza-
tion’s, but there is an intention to address them on the company’s portfolio.

4.2 Guideline G2: Elaborate Strategic Requirements

Strategic planning within the Strategic Level intends to guide the organization
to achieve a successful position in a competitive environment, while achieving
its goals [17].

Strategic Goals Elaboration. In order to compete, managers first identify
external aspects that impact the ability of the organization to surpass its com-
petitors. Following, internal aspects that enable the organization to gain com-
petitive advantage such as capabilities, resources and competences are also eval-
uated. With such aspects in hands, the organization defines how it intends to
compete and then elaborates its Strategic Goals. For instance, the Acer PC
manufacturer [2, p. 492] identified that Dell competes on the basis of low manu-
facturing costs. This could represent an external threat for Acer that may lead
Dell to become the market leader in computers. Based on internal evaluation of
its assets, Acer decided to gain competitive advantage based on management phi-
losophy of highly motivated employers. Therefore, Acer elaborated the “Increase
sales” Strategic Goal. With the elaboration of this Strategic Goal, Acer intended
to become the market leader supported by an internal capability.

Strategic Goals Refinement Rules. Strategic Goals can be AND-refined by
following structural domain rules or based on dimensional refinement. Refine-
ment based on structural domain rules is applied when there exist a mathe-
matical formula that relates domain variables and enables one to structurally
decompose a goal into sub-goals using this formula. For example, once we know
the profit stemmed from sales can be described by the formula salesProfit =
numberSoldItems * profitMarginPerItem and managers intend to increase this
profit (“Increase sales profit by 2 % over 3 years” goal), one can increase vol-
ume sales (numberSoldItems) and maintain profit margin, yielding the following
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goals: “Increase volume sales by 2 % over 3 years” and “Maintain gross margin
by 2 % over 3 years” (Fig. 1). An alternative decomposition of the same root goal
could also consider an increase in the profit margin, yielding “Maintain volume
sales by 2 % over 3 years” and “Increase gross margin by 2 % over 3 years” as
sub-goals.

Dimensional refinement allows one to AND-decompose a goal with respect
to a number of refinement dimensions introduced in Sect. 3.1. A dimension is
introduced when a Strategic Goal has different operationalizations for differ-
ent parts of the problem space. For example, there exist different solutions for
increasing sales in Italy, Germany and NL (“Increase sales by 2 % over 3 years”
goal in Fig. 1) and therefore, the location is an eligible refinement dimension.
The following rules can be applied when using dimensional refinement: (i) time
dimension: used when seasonal variations of business aspects (e.g., toys sales
increase during Christmas season) may impose different operationalizations for
the Strategic Goal; (ii) location dimension: used when the company presents a
distributed organizational structure across distinct locations (e.g., sales depart-
ments for different countries) and the way in which the company pursue the
Strategic Goal varies according to place under consideration; (iii) product, ser-
vice, customer type dimensions: products, services and customers usually
have a number of properties that characterize them (e.g., patients under 20 years
old, different metal products, etc.) and operationalizations of the Strategic Goal
varies according to the values that such properties may assume.

4.3 Guideline G3: Elaborate Tactical Requirements and Operations

Within the Tactical Level, the strategy is put into action by creating “tactics”
that are particular ways for implementing the achievement of Strategic Goals
with the deployment of organizational assets [17,20].

Tactical Goals Elaboration and Implement-Relationship. For the elabo-
ration of Tactical Goals, “tactics” (particular solutions) must be found to imple-
ment each point of the refinement dimensions introduced during the Strategic
Goals Refinement. This discussion has been exemplified in Sect. 3.1 with the
“Increase sales by 2 % over 3 years” Strategic Goal refined in terms of the loca-
tion refinement dimension and implemented by offering promotions or opening
new sales channel (in Italy) or alternatively, by training sales people in NL
(depicted in Fig. 2). Observe that Tactical Goals inhere the properties of parent
goals that have been refined through dimensional refinement, i.e., the Tactical
Goal “Increase sales in Italy by 2 % over 3 years through promotions” inheres
the same properties of the refinement across location from the “Increase sales in
Italy by 2 % over 3 years” Strategic Goal. Further, each leaf level Strategic Goal
has to be implemented by one or more Tactical Goal, otherwise strategies will be
not effective. Inversely, each Tactical Goal implements one and just one Strate-
gic Goal to avoid confusions between tactics that implement different Strategic
Goals.
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Tactical Goals Refinement Rules. AND-Refinement. After finding solu-
tions for points of refinement dimensions (tactical refinement), managers must
AND-refine such solutions across the responsibilities of each functional area of
the company. For instance, in order to increase sales in Italy, offering promotions
or opening sales channel correspond to two tactics that pertain to the responsi-
bilities of the Marketing area. In its turn, other functional areas of the company
have also responsibilities in the context of promotions. This is reflected in Fig. 2
with the “Increase sales in Italy by 2 % over 3 years through promotions” AND-
refined into four distinct goals, each of them representing the responsibility of
each functional area. Functional areas are represented in our model by attaching
squares with their first letter to goals (see Fig. 2). OR-refinement: a Tacti-
cal goal is OR-refined if there are different alternatives for achieving the same
Tactical Goal. In our example, two alternative types of sales channels can be
opened, i.e., by finding new partners to distribute the products or by finding
new customers. Therefore, the “Increase sales in Italy by 2 % over 3 years by
opening new sales channels” is OR-refined into “Establish new partnerships with
authorized dealers” or “Diversify customers” (Fig. 3(a)).

Tactical Goal Operationalization and Operations Modeling. The refine-
ment of Tactical Goals finishes when it is possible to plan and schedule the
achievement of a Tactical Goal by assigning it an operation. In this case, it is
said that an operation operationalizes a Tactical Goal which corresponds to the
final state to be achieved by its corresponding operation. Tactical operations
can be scheduled and executed with a certain frequency in order to achieve the
Tactical Goal.

4.4 Guideline G4: Elaborate Operational Requirements
and Business Processes

At the Operational Level, the execution of tactics is planned by planning the
expected results from organization’s daily operations [17]. In our framework,
expected results are delivered by means of setting the Operational Goals together
with the business processes that deliver such results.

Operational Goals Elaboration. As the Tactical Goal corresponds to the
final state to be achieved by the operation that operationalizes such Tactical
Goal, the elaboration of Operational Goals indeed starts by refining this Tactical
Goal into intermediate milestones that compose its corresponding operation.
These milestones are elaborated by specifying which results the operation must
accomplish, regardless how this is accomplished. For the company’s operations
to be valuable, milestones must be elaborated considering that they need to add
value to the final product. Therefore, these operational milestones are value-
adding responsibilities (e.g., “Choose items for promotion” like the ones provided
in Sect. 3.2).

Operational Goals Refinement Rules. AND-Refinement. An AND-
refinement is used for structurally decompose a Tactical Goal (operationalized
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by a given operation) into intermediate Operational Goals (milestones) neces-
sary for the execution of some tactics. An example of milestones refinement has
been provided in Sect. 3.2. OR-refinement. An Operational goal is OR-refined
if there are different alternatives for achieving the same Operational Goal.

Operational Goals Operationalization and Business Process Architec-
ture Modeling. As Operational Goals may be achieved by either roles or busi-
ness processes, the refinement of Operational Goals finishes when it is possible
to find a business process whose final state corresponds to the Operational Goal
under consideration. When a greater level of granularity should be considered,
the refinement may finish when it is possible to assign roles for the satisfaction
of Operational Goals (Fig. 3(b)).

Situation Modeling. As SWOT analysis intends to spot the conditions in com-
pany’s environment that affect the achievement of its goals and the nature
of this impact, analysts should spot the internal enterprise’s conditions
(strengths/weaknesses) and external (opportunities/threats) and represent them
as situations and domain assumptions attached to goals. In particular, situations
may be suitable for devising SWOT factors that affect the ability of the company
to surpass competitors in the Strategic Layer. In the Tactical Layer, situations
may be useful for reasoning about the applicability of certain tactics in certain
specific contexts. In Fig. 1, one can see the “high demand in automotive indus-
try” as an opportunity for increasing sales in Germany and the “low availability
of steel in the market” as a threat for increasing the sales in the 3rd year.

5 Related Work

Goal and operations modeling have a long trajectory in a number of areas of
computer science, such as Enterprise Modeling (EM) and Business Process Man-
agement (BPM), among others. Enterprise modeling frameworks inherited the
GORE idea that goals can be used as the driving principle for the generation of
the enterprise architectures. In this context, the ArchiMate Motivational Exten-
sion (AME) extends the core ArchiMate enterprise framework by introducing
common GORE concepts like (soft)goals, AND/OR refinements and contribu-
tion relations among goals and requirements. Goals are connected to other con-
cepts of ArchiMate by means of a realization relation with services and business
processes. In [1], similarly to our approach, authors analyze strategic planning
literature to extend AME with finer grained concepts such as mission, vision,
precedence among goals, time interval for goal achievement, responsibility and
delegation among goals. However, the extension solely focuses on strategic con-
cerns, thus not presenting a layered structure like our approach.

Similarly to our approach, other frameworks in enterprise modeling, such
as the EKD [8], ARIS [16] and i* [11,21] also consider the generation of a set
of business processes having goals as a starting point. Although the generation
of the architecture of process from goals is a similar feature to our approach,
proposals either focus on the representation of strategic or operational goals, do
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not taking an integrated approach to link the whole hierarchy of enterprise goals
to the architecture of operations.

A large body of knowledge in BPM has also explored the interconnection
between goals and operations (or business processes), by relating goals with the
internal logics of the process [9,10,12,14]. We consider our approach to advance
the representation features of this group of approaches as we distinguish among
distinct types of goals and operations, while such approaches sole focus on the
representation of our concept of operational goals.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed the Strategic Enterprise Process Architecture
(SEPA) modeling framework that extends BIM and BMM by including different
shades of goals and operations extracted from Management literature. In partic-
ular, we provide clear-cut definitions for goals and operations and also include
methodological guidelines on how to build enterprise process architecture mod-
els. Regarding evaluation of our modeling framework, we are currently working
on the evaluation of our proposal by means of a real-world case study in a hos-
pital setting. Further, although we are not able to depict our full hierarchy of
strategic enterprise models due to space constraints, we make it available at:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/azvehs3eabugpzc/Full.

As a future work, we envision three natural directions for refinement of our
modeling framework. The first direction concerns the representation of detailed
consumer-producer and triggering relationships among operations and business
processes. Second, a reasoning approach that generates alternative set of oper-
ations/business processes (enterprise process architecture) on the basis of the
goal hierarchy should also be considered. Finally, although the goal structure is
richly grounded on key distinctions of Management literature, we refrain from
addressing how the execution of operations and processes entails the achieve-
ment of strategic goals. This is certainly an important step to be tackled by our
methodology.
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